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.Frustrations expressed
• 1, by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

A demonstration on the Atwocxj
Mall gave students, faculty, staff
and other community members a
chance to express their frustrations
dealing with SCSU administration.
Signs .
for
Tuesday's
demonstration posted across the
SCSU campus tead "Come
demonstrate:
The
Chronicle
infiltration, Against administration
trying to demean and deter people's
efforts to fight racism."
The demonstration lasted more
than two hours and was sponsored
by several groups. These included
Student Coalition Against Racism,
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlin, Council of African
American Students, American
Indian Movement, Non-Violent
Alternatives, Men Against Violence
Against Women, Somos Zapatistas,

by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

A large majority of faculty at the
seven Minnesota state universities
voted to authorize the Inter Faculty
Organization to declare a strike at
any time.
Out of the meinbers of IFO
eligible to vote, -86 percent voted,
and 90 percent of the votes were in
favor of authorizing a strike. At
SCSU, 90 percent of those eligible
voted with 92 percent of the votes
in favorof authorizing a strike. This
was the first strike authorization
vote ever taken by IFO.
Those who were eligible to vote
are faculty who are IFO members,

paying full IFO dues, and fair share

Lambda, Women's Equality Group
and First People.
·"
Many of the people. who spoke
at the demonstration pointed to
what happened at Monday's Senate
Commission on Racism. The main
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to Student Government in its place.
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SCSU President Bruce Grube, Lee
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supremacy, the fact they have
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think you are less than
them 6ecause they have Ph.D.'s and
B.$.'s," Lyman ~d. 'This amounts
to nothing but a lot of B.S."

institutional racism at SCSU. She

Gonnan

referred
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Articles contain factual information
while columns are editorial.
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Commission listens to faculty, staff
by Karlee Morgan

''I feel the minority student program needs
• more focus and more peoonnel to work with
students as resources,:· said Luke Tripp,
Once again, the Senate Commission on professor of community studies. '7here have
Racism reserved the Atwood Brickyard at 4:30 been some genuine efforts of progress but we
p.m. on Monday.
"~ need to enhance these efforts. We need at least
Only this time the floor
two to four more resources ·at the Minority
was
strictly
for
Student Services fo_r it-to be-more effective."
administration, faculty and
Michael Davis, professor of teacher
staff to voice their
development, said he feels that one of the
experiences of racism
reasons racism continues at SCSU is due to the
related to students · on
search committees. Davis recommends the
campus.
search committees be divided half African
Approximately
IO
Americans and half white.
speakers shared their
"Searchcommitteesareoneofthemostracist
experiences,
offered
committees on campus .because they keep the
stepping stone solutions to
population of colored
people
down
resolve racism on campus
intentionaJly," Davis said.
and thanked the Senate Commission on Racism
Davis referred to minority teachers who
for attempting to tackle the problem.
"stand by for years and do nothing'' as "Uncle
STAFF WRITER

faculty who pay a portion of dues.
This is a large majority of faculty at
SCSU, according to Bill Langen,
local action ,coordinator for the
SCStJ Faculty Association.
"Membership swelled during
this periOO;' -Eangen said, 'They
. .
jusko;;theyoould •vote~•i · •t-,~
The IFO, the union representing
faCulty at Minnesota state
universities, made the decision to
talce a strike authorization vote due
to frustration over contract
negotiations between IFO and
Minnesota State · Colleges and
Universities.
'The way things were going,
this is what we had to do," said IFO
president Dave Abel.
Strike authorization does not
mean
faculty
will
strike
imme(liately. It allows IFO to
declare a strike at some future time.
Faculty have indicated the earliest a
strike may happen is during
summer sessions or even fall
semester.
'The (IFO) members have said
they are willing to go on strike if
they need to," Abel said. He said the
. v~ results show there is great
concern among faculty about lack
of support from MnSCU.
The IFO is still willing to go
back to negotiations at any time.
Abel said MnSCU has also
indicated they are ready to go back
to negotiations.
MnSCU offered a new proposal
which IF0 received on April 17.
IFO -d id . not accept the offer
because.of issues they say demean
the quality of education at the state
universities.
In the latest offer, the economic
package had · not changed from
MnSCU's last offer from Feb. 21

~~

Freshman Graciela Gonnan
held up ll copy of Aimee
Gap8iewicz's column ' 'Children are
oot all created equal" in the April 2
issue of University Chronicle as
copies were passed out to people on

Bird, vice presidet!t of Student Life

;:~~:~~- i~e ba:a1ai::i

Strike is
authorized
byfaculty

Toms."
"I have been on committees .when people of
color are better for the job but aren't hired
- because the Uncle Toms don't stand up and
- speak their mind," Davis said. •
•
Davis feels the worst form of racism on
: campus is the Evaluation, Promotion and Tenure
committee.
"EPT stops colored people from getting
tenure or becoming a full professor," Davis said .
"EPT knows how people of color are treated and
they choose to tum their heads. I sent out a
questionnaire to 25 Uncle Toms and only two
were returned. That is how paranoid they are."
Tamrat Tademe, professor of human
relations, thanked the Senate Commission on
Racism for providing a voice.

Go TO FACULTY, PAGE 5 •

and MnSCU did not fully drop
proposals to use more adjunct
faculty.
'This offer they came up with
was clearly an attempt to influence
the vote," Abel said.

Go ro STRIKE, PAGE 4 •
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CAMPI.JS & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
The fall I997 membership drive brought
in $12,300 from 305 members. The station's
goa1 is to get 340 members - an 11 percent
increase from the fall.

KVSC 88.1 FM hosts
pledge drive
KVSC 88.1 FM is in the midst of another

Membership supports the station and

pledge drive. They will be working to raise · brings benefits - those who pledge receive a
funds for programming and equipment costs KVSC discount member card and a key
chain. Members can aJso designate where

-r until Sunday, according to station manager Jo

, ~,Mullen.
"' SCSU's
radio
station
provides
programming free of commerciakto listeners
more than 60 miles from St. Cloll,d.
McMullen Said listeners from towns
outside St. Cloud have been calling in with

donations to support the station and providing
a challenge for local members.
KVSC receives support from student
funds and a grant, bllt these monies cover
fixed costs, McMullen explained.
In order to provide commercial-free
programming, the station relies on listener

their money goes.
, The membership card can be used at
severa1 area businesses for discounts and
other speciaJ deals.
Some of the participating businesses

include Bravo Burritos, Red Carpet Nite club,
Campus Book and Supply and the Electric
Fetus. New businesses include First AvenueMinneapolis, Ragstock and Tootsies.
Friday niglit is KVSC's 31st Birthday
Bash at the Red Carpet. There will be three
bands playing - Dylan Hicks, Sensational
Joint Chiefs and Detroit.

support.

To help with the drive, call (320)255-2398.

TONIGHT
Film series finale
"Glory," the final film in the
Civil War and Reconstruction
series, is showing from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. in Centennial
Hall, room 100. This is
sponsored by the College of
Social Sciences and the
history department.

FRIDAY
May Day
It is green. It is spring.
Happy May 1stl

SATURDAY
All-Saints Tournament
SCSU's Rugby team is
hostiQg the 13th Annual AllSaints Toumamerit and
Social: The men's team will
play at 9 a.m. at Selke Field.
Tickets for the social go on
sale at noon, also at Selke
Fiel8. The social is at 7 p.m.
at the Del-Win Entertainment
-,· center in st: Joseph.

speaker comes
campus on Tuesday

Freedom Forum
explores issues- ·

STATE, NATION & WoRID BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

currently ttying to raise the funds to pay for
Bilco's speech.. The speech will cost $3,000.
lbey
are asking for donations.
to
Those Who have questions or . are
interested in helping cover the cost of Biko's
speech should contact the event's coordinator,
The African Student AsS9Ciation is '· Andile "Ace" Mbeki at 255-2549 or 255bringing Ntsikie Bilco, the wife of Steve Biko, 3256.
to speak at 12:30 p.m. Tuesday in the
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
Biko's husband spoke against the
violations of human rights an:d worked with
the Black Conscious Movement in South
Africa during Apartheid. Steve Biko was
The SCSU chapter of the Society of
killed in prison. His biography is told in the Professional Journalists will host the
movie and book, "Cry Freedom."
Freedom Forum, May 5 in the Atwood Little
Biko has challenged the government since Theatre. The forum is a moderat~r led panel
her husband's death. When Nelson Mandela discussion includingfour guest speakers.
became president. ·a Truth and Reconciliation
The topic to be discussed is, ''The Privacy
Commission started to investigate cases lilce of Public Figures and the Media: Who draws
that of Biko.
the Line?" The forum begins at 10 a.m. and
The African Student Association is lasts until noon.

·South African

Arkansas teen
gives birth to

quadru1>lets
Erin Belcher, 16, and Patrick
Terrell, 19, of Arkansas are new
parents.
Belcher, a high school student.
gave birth to four baby girls '6tl
Monday via Caesarean section.. '
The quadruplets are eight weeks
early and remain in the intensive
care nursery at the ArkanSa5
Medical Center in Little Rock. 'Two
are breathing with assistance from 3
respirator.
1be infants weigh between three
and four pounds each.
Belcher and Terrell plan to
many eventually, Terrell said. In
the meantime, doctors at the

Medical Center said the children
· were doing fine.
Belcher was not on fertility
drugs.

The teams meet again in Game 4
tonight at 8:30 p.m.
This game can be seen in St.
Cloud on TBS (cable channel 15).

Tunberwolves
go up 2-1 over
Supersonics

Minnesota Film
Fund helps
filmmakers

The Minnesota Timberwolves
took a 2-1 playoff lead over
the Seattle Sonics 98-90 Tuesday
night "'t the Target Center in
Minneapolis.
1be Timberwolves can become
the fourth No. 7 seed in NBA
playoff history to upset a No 2 seed
team with a win tonight.
Kevin Garnett scored nine of his
19 points in the fourth quarter to
lead the Wolves.

Film Fund is distributing $75,000
worth of development money and
mentorship support to Minnesota
makers of dramatic feature films.
In order to receive this aid,
applicants must attend a workshop.
The workshop is scheduled for
from 7 to 9 p.m. on May 12, 1998,
in Stewart Hall, room 115.
For more information or to sign
up for the worlcshop, call

Independent Feature Project North
at (612) 338-0871.

Two-headed calf

born in Iowa

The Minnesota Independent

A two-headed, four-eyed, threeeared calf was born in
Independence, Iowa.
This Holstein calf, named
Refle.ction, w~...born Sunday ..on
Garry Slife's fann. It was delivered
after. about an hour by Caesarean
Section by Jim McMillan, a
veterinarian.
· The calf has less than a 50-50
chance of surviving.
Slife said he thinks the calf has
only one brain - when she moves
her tongues, both of them move at
the same time in the same direction.
Everything is done together.
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Ten SCSU fraternities and
sororities conducted a door-to-door
campaign.
lbey were asking questions like:
by
''Want to &:mate some money? How
May Bowle
~ - 4 ; ~ - - o n d ~ ~ ~ ....... IO
SCSU is hosting this year's about a kidneyT'
. .-S.!nlamsanda~upon~
.
Throughout the week of May 7, May Bowle - the theme is
postage
fii
56301: POSTMAS'tEl'l:llond. - changel 1i,
1974, these ~dents were going to •. ll
"Viva Las Vegas!" Between 6
houses in the area and asking for ~ St. CloUd State lJnlwnllly;; ~s-,i Hall, St. Cloud,
p.m. and 1 a.m. in Atwood
money and kidneys as part of a drive
Memorial Center, SCSU,
for the Kidney FOWldation.
College of St. Benedict and
This SCSU cimpaign for kidneys
St. John's University will be
~lll2o;255-4086.
..,c
was part of a large drive which
hosting this event to raise
spanned
the Midwest, according to
scholarship money.
Ken Trachy, a field representative for •°"""-"'iADYERT1U10:(320)255'S!l43-•·!:
t!i:
the Kidney Foundation from St. Paul. :CUSsu>lEl>s:(320)255-4086
· c,.
~WIDl!WEII:
Trachy stressed pubµc education
- (320) 255-2164
-~~.EDUI-UCONUNE/
To submit information for the as a major goal of ·the.~Kidney FAX: (320j255-2164
1rr
events calendar, mail it to Foundation.
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
In addition to his work with the
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498. Foundation, he had a personal stake in
this area of education.
Trachy was a kidney transplant
News ............................. , ....... 3·6
recipient.
He had initiated the St Cloud drive
Career & Money..
........7 '
- Commentary/Opinion ..........8/9 and had solicited the help Of
campus
fraternity and sorority
Sports ..... .. ... ...... ............... ... ...11
members in order to make the
Diversions ...
. ............ 15
campaign a success.
Classifieds ........ ..................... 18
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ERG-A-THON
A street sign on the corner of Fifth
Avenue and Seventh Street signals stop,
but members of the SCSU Rowing Club
would not stop rowing during a 24-hour
Eig-A-Thon, from 911.m. Tuesday to 9a.m.
Wednesday.
Future crew member Melanie Wahl, takes
a second tum rowing at 11 :45 p.m.
Tuesday, (st,e. is transferring from North
Dakota Slate University next·lall). Wahl is
schedulea1o row again at 5 a.m. This is
the second year the Erg-A-Thon was 24
hours long, the previous eight years were
shorter periods of lime. The club
consists of 25 active members.

The members .signed up for hatt-hour or
quarter-hour , increments. to row
throughout .the time period. The club's
goal is to raise money for new eightperson boats and a boat house to store
them In. St Cloud has approved ·a plan
for the housed boats to be located at
Wilson Park, according to Jim Tanis, club
president. Last year's crew effort raised
$2,000. "We hope to reach that mark
again,"Tanis said.
Shane OpaJz/PHaro EDrrDR

Athena project presents conference
Conference to
encourage talents,
skills of women during
college years
by Julia Peterson
'1:,'t",""

t,;;;:-.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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ena was the goddess of wisdom,
ar and the liberal arts. In Greek
ythology, among many other

:mt::.h~~:~~::~,;;~t;i:W~:~u~

and taught men how to yoke oxen.
For her namesake, the three-year Athena
project at SCSU was createO in part by the
honors psychology of gifted women class,

taught by Zoa Rockenstein, psychoTogy
professor. Its mission is to assist gifted girls
and women in realizing their potentiaJ and
creating pathways to eminence.
Toe Athena Project will present a threeday _conference titled "Pathways to
Eminence: The College Years," starting May
8. The· conference invites college and precollege·age women from the upper Midwest.
R6ckenstein said the purpose of the
cort"fereoce is for gifted women to realize

their full potential. However, she stressed . for women to recognize their strengths and
Becker, the softball coach at SCSU for IO
many women often do not think they are weaknesses and utilize them.
years, will speak on the the issue that gifted
gifted, and the conference is open to everyone
"The goal is for women and girls to women are often criticized for not being team
interested in the topic.
identify the gifts they have, to identify players.
· 'There's no such thing as over-achievers. themselves as talented women," DeBates
Rockenstein said 'women who are highly
Women who · are able to survive on an said.
creative have almost always little acceptance
academic campus are women who would
Rockenstein said the first day of the of authority. "Participation in athletics is a
benefit greatly from the conference," conference will b~0 !nformat1onal Three good way. to teach women to be a creative
Rockenstein said.
concurrent presenllltf?ps and an address by team player instead of, a creative loner,"
The keynote address will be given by Jane Olsen, SCSU Wom~n·s Center d~or, 1 .Rqi:;kenstein said.
- ~- ·
Barbara Kerr at _7 . p.m. May 7, in the will ~ included at n99i;i on ¥-lY, 8. mJ~m, ,, ,One of the experiential-sessions is titled
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium. Although Atwood Ballroom. .. , .
"CyberGirl IOI: Exploring Women and the
the entire conference has a fee, Kerr's address
The Athena projW:' ~, (!Ossible in part to a World . Wide Web" and will . be led _by
is free and open to the public.
grant from the Furicffof the Improvement of DeBates.
Kerr's book, "Smart Girls: A New Post-Secondary Ec(~ tjon. According to
'1t's about finding cool websites of, by or
Psychology of Girls, Women and Rockenstein, universities have never had a for women, and how to make your own
Giftedness," is based on her 10- and 20. year gender balanced curriculum and textbooks. website," she said. DeBates has taught
follow-ups on her classmates. Kerr is also a 'This inequality gives the subtle message that webpage construction to women and
psychology professor at Arizona State throughout history only men have made great multimedia courses.
University.
accomplishments. That message impacts
On Mother's Day, the conference will
"She is the leader in knowledge of smart women's self-esteem."
close with a banquet and an address by Judy
women," Rockenstein said.
She said the F1PSE grant gave SCSU Miller, vice president for marketing at First
RQckenstein said registration for the .faculty time to learn how to incorporate American Bank in St. Cloud.
conference. will cost $60 for studencs and gender and multicultural balance into their
"She's a successful woman who's
persons of limited economic means, $125 for courses.
com billed career and family. She helps
mother/daughter joint registration and $150
The second day, Saturday, will be more women start their own businesses, and helps
: ~ : . ~~~::~tsc~:i~:~

~~:~:

for students who cannot afford the
registration fee.
DeBates said the goal of the conference is

~~~::::7'

wo;!~op :~sion~o:~~~

address by Susan Becker, SCSU Title IX
Athletic Compliance coordinator, at noon in
the Atwood Brickyard.

:~~en::sai~~ward

self-actualization,"

"We want people to leave having
conversations about gifted women, especially
in their own families," Rockenstein said.

Students benefit from Noiwest internship
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS ED/10R
Four SCSU students are guinea pigs for a new
internship program between the univeisity and Norwesi

Bank.
The internships began April I and will continue to
develop during the next two years. The students
selected for the internship are junior Christine Giesen,
senior Rodney Walker and sophomores Rebecca
Werrnerskirchen and Jerrae Williams.
Tlle students went through a two-week training
sessiotl. to learn the tellers' position at area No'rwest
Banks.
"All four of us are on a rotation system,"
Wermerskirchen said "I'm working as a teller in the

Sauk Rapids bank:'
Both Wermerskirchen, an accounting major, and
Giesen, a finance major, said they were impressed how
they were immediately treated as professionals.
"I like they are treating us as adults," Giesen said
'The bank I am working at is fairly small, so I have

gotten to know everyone." She said she is working as a
teller at the south bank. Walker and Williams work at
the Norwest downtown.
The way the students found out about the program
differed, Werrnerskirchen found out through the
Investment Club of which she is a member. Giesen said
she received an e-mail about the internship and then
applied through the Affirmative Action office.
Another plus the program has is it is not set up like
a nonnal internship. The banks are flexible about
scheduling around the students' classes.
Both Wenneiskirchen and Giesen said they are
taking 16 credits this quarter. Wennerskirchen is
working 20 hours a week, and Giesen is working 10 to
15. Giesen said the way the program is set up, students
aren't allowed to work more than 20 hours each week.
"I like it because they are flexibie with classes,"
Wermerskirchen said. 'They understand you're a
student first."

Go 10 INTERNS, PAGE 5 •

Sara Kirk/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Sophomore Rebecca Wennerskirchen reaches for a Norwest
brochure Wednesday afternoon while worklng as an intern in the
Sauk Rapids branch.
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Summer wanns up women's studies
by Cathy Houdek

and development.

Topics coveted include women's ways of

STAFF WRITER

"Society teaches women to be
competitive and to be jealous of each other;'

Interested in learning about · women's

a patriarchal society, spiritual dynamics of

culture? Women's Studies 305, "Women's

women's lives and physical realities of

Wisdom" is a four-credit class offered from

women's' experience.

July 16 to Aug. 13, the second half of

"Women's Wisdom" focuses on women's

summer session. The class will cover

insights and approaches to growth and

physical, spiritual and emotional aspects of . development. Invited speakers include

women's lives.
·..,

_ It will be facilitated by Women's Studies
Professor, Jenine Helmin on Tuesdays and
• Tt,fursdays from 11:40 a.m. to 3:35. p.m. in
the Education Building, room 220.
"Women's Wisdoni," will foclls on a
variety of wo~en's experiences. ·Issues
included are relationships, childbirth and
single parenthood.
The class will provide exposure to
women's insights and approaches to growth

Strike

women of color and women of nontraditional/alternative professions and
lifestyles.
"My class is about women learning about
themselves. Wo'men accepting themselves
and others. Women in different places are all
very powerful,"Helmin said.
Helmin sai4 women have been taught to
ignore their inner knowledge. She said
women need to bond and put aside their
differences.

Abel said.
He said the letter of
understanding was a key reason
for SCSU's strong vote for strike
authorization.
In a letter accompanying
MnSCU's
latest
proposal,
MnSCU said they are no longer
willing to take the CQntract to .
.arbitration, according to Abel.
In arbitration, each side
submits their best and final offer
to an arbitrator, an unbiased third
party. The arbitrator chooses the
offer that seems most fair to both
sides.
Previously, MnSCU had
agreed to go to arbitration but
only after certain circumstances

l>etn.OPAGE1

were met. In a letter from Anne
Weyandt,
deputy
to
the
chancellor and chief of staff for
MnSCU dated Feb. 4 to Abel and
Bruce Romanish, IFO chief
negotiator, the circumstances
were listed.
According to the letter,
MnSCU would only go into
arbitration if all language issues
were settled in . negotiations, to
settle economic issu'es and only if
both sides worked in good faith
towards each other's position.
Abel said IFO is still willing

not trust them."
Langen said the results of the
vote show faculty want a
settlement and relief on a wide
range of issues and are willing to
take action through a strike.
As action co-chair for the
state, Langen said he will be at
IFO meetings in St. Paul at the
end of the week. One action
being planned is a non-dist:lJptive
action at spring commencement,
Langen said
"We want to make a symbolic
gesture," he said. Langen

~~(~~t:~::inw~ :~oes: cr~~:!,u~ ;;~ssi~~:~~
arbitration because they don't· {the institutions.
think they h.ive a strong enough
He said faculty fear the
case.
relationship between faculty and
Abel said, "We put all our the srudents is being challenged
stuff into just salaries at first then by MnSCU.
realized they didn't want short,
''This generation that is
quick bargaining.
· graduating
represents
that
"It hasn't gone well and relationship,'' Langen said. "We
there's no reason for it. One hopewecancountonparentsand
problem in this round of students to stand with us."
negotiations is we have come to

Spend

Sunday
night
at

1st

:ea:;~~~

He~;~aij~a, JesSica Bromenschenkel,
said she learned about herself and other their views. Everyone's views were
women. She said speakers' presentations on: respected," Hutchins said.
eco-feminism,
women
overcoming
She said qie class was different because
disibilities, and women owning · businesses students weren't competing for grades;
interested her. SCSU alumna Karen instead, they learned from each other's
Hutchins said speakers focused on .. experiences.
interdependency.
"We learned about the inner-Physical
"We talked about a diversity of women's spirituality, like self-esteem and self respect,"
issues," Bromenschenkel said. "We talked Bromenschenkel said.
about mid-wifery, having a hysterectomy,
"Women's Wisdom" was the last class
childbirth and single parenthood."
Hutchins took. ,
Helmin said midwifery is natural
She said if she'd known this class existed
compared to hospital births. _
she would've taken more human relations
"When women go into the hospital and women's studies classes.
the first thing they get is an IV. The
"I would recommend this class to
hospital treats childbirth like an illness,'' anyone,'' Hutchins said.

PAGE 1

MnSCU included a letter of
understanding in their April 17
proposal which would allow for
increased use of adjunct faculty at
SCSU and Moorhead State
University.
"SCSU administration has
made it clear they didn't want 10
expand their use of adjuncts,"

Helmin said.
''We each did a presentation in class;'

~~~~~d~;!~~O: :~F!

learning and knowing, construction of self in

A en e
Newrnan Center
396 First Avenue South

Sunday evening liturgy at 8 pm

■1-

"When that article passed the
editors and was published it was plain
straight up institutional racism,''
Gorman said.
'1b St. Cloud State I' think it's
important to read the signs."
Tamrat Tademe, SCAR adviser and
human relations professor, said racistrl
has been well in place at SCSU for
many years. He said the student senate
commission was handled in a civil,
well-organized fashion. He also said he
was upset administration didn't
participate.
"If administrators don't want to
answer questions what do they have to
hide?" Tademe said.
He also asked the crowd to repeat,
''The people united will never be
defeated." The word people was later
replaced with students. •
Junior Rob Callahan talked about
Shawn Neudauer's essay "Free
Speech" in the Monday issue of
University Chronicle. He said it wasn't
true that white males don't have free
speech and he went on to say even if it
was, "welcome to our world"
Callahan
said
there
were
propaganda techniques used in "our
own student-owned newspaper."

He described Monday's speak-out
as a shooting match.
Callahan said everything was civil
until students started telling each other
they were wrong. He said there wasn't
any finger-pointing until Monday
night, regarding the meetings.
Grube's guest essay in University
Chronicle titled "Ask Bruce Grube"
was another topic Callahan spoke
about.
He told the audience if they read
"Ask Grube" not to take it as gossip.
"I know I never asked to have his
opinion,'' Callahan said. "Don't let ·
peoI1le dictate your beliefs and
opinions."
Amy Hanson, finance chairwoman
for Student Goveriiinent, asked people
on the mall to stop and listen. She said
the student commissiCln failed because
of racism.
"People have shut down, but I want
everyone to know we are going to keep
on talking," Hanson said
Tademe ended the demonstration
by saying ·the student senators were
told by administration they were
irrational, irresponsible and don't
know how to put together a process.

tart Your Career at ACR
N:..£l.. has c.arur opportunities in
the T\llin C.ities 'buburban area.
Worl( in the c.ommunit'( \llith
individua\s \llho have disabi\ities.
•fT and TI por.itionr.
•benefit&
•internr.hipr. avai\ab\e
•rapid advan£.ement potential
£uellent e~periena for student& in the field& of
l'&1<h .• £duGation. 'l>o<ial Work. 'l>o<iolo91, Nursing
and man1 more!
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F~PAGE1
"This is a respectable forum,"

1be internship offers students
financial aid as paid interns, and
some are receiving academic credit
in their majors by learning different ,
dimensions of the banking industry.
• Giesen said she is being paid
$7.10 an hour, but is not getting
academic credit because the
business program internships are
set up for-40 hours a week instead
of 20.
Norwest offers students this
internship as a tru·e win-win
opportunity preparing them for the
competitive global market.
Norwest and SCSU are also
committed to create a community
that values and supports diversity.
At the same time, Norwest feels
it has· the opportunity to be
responsive to the diverse needs for

Tademe said. 'Thank you for
making this happen. The first
change for a p0;sitive racial
climate is to recognize the way

the process _is done. Once
recognition of the process has been

- done, you will see that the number
of color people went down this

year."
Tade me
explained
the
demoralization
of
incoming
minority students and how they are
referred to as emotional cases.
"At first you see a bright-eyed
,P.tudent their first quarter, and th~n
"three quarters later they come back
harassed and I see ashes replacing
the sparkle," Tademe said.
"I see rage replacing their sparkle.
When I see this I want to
translate their rage into positive
behavior."
At the end of the forum, Vice
President Gene Gilchrist read a
letter to Student Government
thanking them holding the speak-

the 21st century.
"We liad a good group of
students apply," said J.D. Walker,
Norwest Bank human resources
vice president. "Students with good
skills and attitudes that we know
will be successful at Norwest."
, Giesen is gradu;1ting in May
J 999, although the program is set
up for two years.
She said she was told after
graduating frorii SCSU she will
probably be enrolled in a training
program· with Norwest Bank.
The internship program is the
result of a collaborative effon by
Jim .Kelly, dean of the College of
Business; Laurel Allen, Affinnative
Action officer; Les Green, director
of Multicultural Affairs; and
Norwest President Dale M1,mson.

Mi®' M:¥1mt,tif1® ®tit:]

out.
"We know there are problems,"
Gilchrist said "Let's get beyond that
and into the solutions."
A summary of the Commission
on Racism will be read at 5 p.m.
Thursday
at
the
Student
Government meeting.
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Flight Physical Ii

Only $30 1
,

Shane

Michael Davis, professor of teacher development speaks
Mondayat the Commission on Racism, in the Atwood Brickyard.

LOOKING FOR ABETTER CAREER?
Start at Rasmussen .
Small and convenient classes.
Career focused training.
Proven job placement success.

--

with student ID

1

Occupational
Medicine
Clinic

i

D.M: Van lfostrand, M.D.
4180 Thielman Lan ~. S uite 104-St. Cloud
(320) 251-3666

Caree_r Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

St. Cloud
Campus

251-5600
1-800-852-0460
Wl'(N.rasmussen.edu

Business Management • Medical Records
Court Reporting
• Travel/Tourism
Sales & Marketing
• Child Care
Accounting
• Secretarial
Office Administration (Executive, Legal, ~edical)

DAY & EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE

D~

CALL TODAY
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Baby, I'm almost free
Take a chance on me.

, 14'FifthAve. S.

.-

~

OLLEGE

9~~house
r~tery

voted 'Best Gourmet Coffee in St. Cloud
vegetarian I vegan menu items available
breathable atmosphere (smoke free!!
only 3 minutes from campus
a great place to study
we roast our own coffee.
homemade soups, stews I pasta salads
homebaked breads, desserts I pies

--Q---D---¼--1!

recycle

■

Last <hance ever for our really, really
cheap film develcping on-campus. Go in the
front dmr cf Headley Hall. go down the
stairs. rcom 111, there you will pay only
$2. for 24 ex. color developing & prints!!
$5 for 36 ex.
Hey. that's cheap.
11-1 pm Monday thru Friday
l.ls1dcs hie 1s lull d IT·,ks

tukc lhc d:1cu1x.:r

l· ·► save a tree, Read the E.
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1'At University Chroni(:le;· we serve as an objective
voice. for the entire"St. Cloud State campus-~ students;
staff, faculty and administration. If you ·are a member of
the St. Cloud-State University community, please take _a
few minutes lo let us know what you would like to see.
Help u's"irnp,rove the _pages of Universt't)' Chronicle.

,J,-

FYI
The Univmily Chronicle
will soon have a reader's
ad.-,someooewho
,will act as a mediator
between Chronic!e editors

...,,,. : ,

Send or_drop off your complet~ survey at:':!

andn,,dcrs:

13 Stewart Hall
.
St. Cloud, MN 56301 : "'

:

1. Indicate which sections of the Chronicle y<m r ~ and rank them in the order you read them.
~

,

I

!: _

.

-

~

...-

~

_

_Page Two

Front page and News section
--

Commentary/opinion

_

Sports

Career:·& Money
• ~ Classifieds

..:._ Div~rsions

l

' '2. How is our reporting? Please becspecffic with your co~;ii!S and criticis~ in regard to content, COVl!l"\lge, etc. (For
~
even~? Were you -Je{t with any questions when you finished reading?)

! exampler what areas dp you feei received suffident orinSl!fficient attention-?·Did.we miss any important issues or
: -

~ !,

10

I

1"'1 _~-----'-----------'-------~"'-'-~-------~-'----------'----

:, ·

!:

!I
!

I

!

: 3. Do you like

l

th; c.ontent of the Di_versions section? (Do you enjoy-reviews, photo stories?)

r

,;:j ,.

,1

I

:

-t_

·1,

:------------------,;,,.=-------------------------!>• ~.'}

',

4. How is our Swrts sectiQll coverage? (What;wou:d, yo~ ~e to see more/jess of in that section?)

l::

~

·-.;

'
1,

:·

Jc

1

i:'

,

------------------------·-.,,,-----,----:-,------,-------,--------,- .

1, ~5.

I
~

Additional comments? (Phot~ CJUality, gmphics?)l
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R frerside Real Estate
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rt;~ · $75.off ' :
~

~

1
·Rererral
Bonus
I
· ~•
· .
.I -Give- to a fri"end. Jf they sign a lease With Campus Management,
I
yqu re~eive $25 off your first montb's r(#'lt
I
. . (1998-99 schoo[year).
.

1
I
I
I
I

I

I

.

·Your ; :;me._ _ _- ' - - - - - - - -·
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* Single rooms starting at $179/12mo lease
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Survey compare~ faculty samrles
SuNey tells what SCSU faculty got paid vs. other schools in 1997-98 .
by Danie/le.Schmidt
CAREER & MQNEY EDITOR

An fostructor is the lowest
teacher at a college. Jt is the level
most professors first are when they
faculty salaries .increased 3.4 start teaching. The next level is the
4
peltent in 1997• I998 school year, assistant , professor, associate
according to American Association · professors are next, and full
of University Professors survey. .
professors are the highesr-level of
''The Chronicle of -Higher teachers at SCSU.
F.ducation is a printed newspaper
''To move from different ranks a
for
faculty
at
various teacher has to apply to be promoted. '
· universities,"said Stephen Frank, It is not just determined by
poJitical science professor.
se~iority," said Sue Lindquist,
'The
director
of
Chronicle
Human
i:ecentlyhadthe
Resources.
AAUP suryey
'.J'he survey
in it which had
was conducted
the annual pay
from
1;839
Tomovefrom
percentage for
institutions,
faculty
in
public
and
different
ranks,
a
1998," Frank
private.
The
said.
teacher has to
salaries oll the
According
survey will vary
apply to be
to the· AAUP
widely
.survey,
the
according to the
promoted
average salary
type
of
for professors
institution
Sue Lindquist
in 1997- 1998
:,vhere faculty
DIRECTOR OF HUMAN
AAUP survey
members
RESOURCES
was $~,241.
worked.
Full professors
According to
earned $69,868, while associate the Chronicle of Higher Education,
professors earned $51,219, and full professors working at '-research
assistant professors earned $42,241: universities earned sa1aries 28
higher than those working
hlsttactors
earned
- with -at comprehensive
salaries
of $32,445,
comp>red
colleges and 50
lectures $35,726, according to the percent higher than those at
survey.
bacca1au~ colleges.

r

'1n 1998 at scsu the salary engineers. The survey'• found
''The Chronicle of · Higher
earned compared to average salary professors earned 42 percent less Edugition is printed aboµt twice a
is 54 percent for professors, than other professionals. The lowest month. It ;s available on the third
associate - professors 45 percent, paid engineers and lawyers earned floor · of the library, periodicals,"
assistant professor 39 percent, and $8,000 more than the highest paid Pehler ,a\d
instructor_ 32 percent," said Jim professors. .
To get an update on ·the SCSU
Pehler, associate professor of
Salaries and benefits can · be , Faculty Association try the website
Learning
Resources
and
TCChnology Services.
Linda A. Bell of Haverford
college reported in the Chronicle of
Higher Education full professors at
a doctoral institution made an
average of $79,346 this year. At a
comprehensive college $62,899
was earned, while $56,959 at
baccalaureate colleges, and $52,746
at two-year colleges.
The survey found jobs at
private, non-religious institutions
continue to pay more than those at
public institutions.
Men continued to earn more
than women across the board,
according to the survey. At research
universities male professors earned
11.4 percent more than their fema1e
counterparts. That gap narrowed to
5.1 percent at comprehensive
institutions and 2.5 percent at
bacca1aureate colleges.
In ·the Census Bureaus "Current
Population Survey" average
salaries of professors and those of
others with similar level · of
education-health~ profeSsionals, Chmiged---by legislative
at lawyers and judges, natural according to SCSU
www.cloudnet.com/-FACASSOCI
FAAGl10N,IITML~
sciences; computer scientists, and - association website: -

Student ~ity fees keep services on campus
Fees paiback
students with the
existence of activities
and services
? •

by Erle S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

Currently, ev.ery SCSU student pays a
· $9.24 activity fee for every credit they are
enrolled in. The average student is enrolled in
16 credits per quarter, paying $147.84 every
quarter to activity fees.
This fee· is collected by the Fee Allocation
Committee of Student Government for
various activities around campus.
Many students ~ not aware that this fee
pays for many services which would not exist
if not for the activity fee.
The activity fee helps to fund student
organizations, Health Services, the Atwood
Debt, Atwood Operations, director managed
areas and the Athletic Fee.
The $9.24 per credit is broken down

among these areas as decided by the Finance
Committee.
Student Organizations and other activities .
under the Finance Committee receive $1.25
of the activity fee.
"There is money there for student
organizations to do programmingt said Matt
Trombley, graduate student and chairman of
the Fee Allocation Committee. ''We a1ways
take a look at students needs. Finance is
always will to take a request. We want to meet
the needs of students, that is our goal."
In the fall of 1997, Student Government
subsidized a bus pass for students in
coordination with MetroBus.
It was the biggest year ever in the fall for
the MetroBus pass, according to Amy
Hanson, sophomore and finance chairman for
Student Government.
Health Services located in the Hill
Residence Hall is also funded in part by
Student Government, $1.87 of the activity
fee.
"A lot of students don't utilize Health
Services like they should," Hanson said. "For
minor things ~hey are a good clinic.

Sometimes people dnve hOme tor two hours ' bUt no one uses them."
to see their doctor."
Another fee which students pay but don't
'A co-pay of $IO w~ instituted two years always use is the computer fee. Currently
ago to help further fund Health Services.
each student pays $1 per credit for use of the
The _Atwood Debt portion of the activity various computer labs around campus and
fee, $3.16 pays for the costs of remodeling of dia1 in Internet access from home.
Atwood Memoria1 Center, which was do
"The computer fee wiU be going up 50
several years ago.
cents per credit next year," Hanson said
Atwood is paid for solely by activity fees Additi_onal computers will be installed
as a student union.
throughout the campus and other upgrades
Atwood operations, 44 cents pays for the made.
employees of Atwood and other costs such as
Another fee, which every student is
heating, water and telephone service.
required to pay is the Minnesota State
Director managed areas consist of University Student Association, an
programs such ti the University Program organization which lobbies for the students at
Board. The $2.16 of the activity fee helps to state universities.
pay for speakers, programs and other
"DoyoubenefitfromMSUSA1Youcan't
activities funded by these director managed really know," Hanson said. "If they weren~t
programs.
lobbying for you1 would you get a bill
The Athletic Fee of 36 cents per credit passedT'
pays for athletic equipment and the ability·for
"A lot of things on campus get a fair
students to be admitted to athletic events for amount of money," Trombley said. "If it
free.
doesn't get used it doesn't get funded."
''Not a lot of people go to athletic games
The activity fee is reviewed each year by
other than hockey," Trombley said...There Student Government They exami~ different
are tickets available for other athletic e.vents ways in which the money could be used

There is money there for student organizations to do programming.
CHAIRMAN FOR

Matt Trombley
Sruooo GOVE11NMOO FEE Al.LOCATION COMMITTEE
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EDITORIAL

Editorial pages
· .reflect many views
Lately, there. seems-to be some confusion among
readers as far as the content of University Chronicle particularly in the Commentary and Opinion sections.
The purpose of these editorial pages is to provide an
open forum for students and staff members to comment
on and discuss an array of issues. It is interesting to see
different perspectives and ideas in such a forum;
however, in order for success, the intent must be clear.
Norie of the writings included in the Commentary
and Opinion pages are stories. Stories contain quotes
and no opinion. The staff member who writes that story
receives a byline for their work; however, the quotes
and information in that piece are balanced and come
from outside sources. Stories run in the news, sports,
Career & Money and Diversions sections. Our attempt
is to provide straightforward and balanced content, free
of bias - the only opinion you will find comes from
knowledgeable sources. This information is attributed
to that source.
,
What you are reading right now is the editorial. It is
written by members of the editorial board. Every person
on the editorial board is consulted and approves the
stance and content of this column.
Also on this page is the Staff Opinion - this is also JI
called an essay. It is different from an editorial in that
is the opinion of one memher of the staff. This is the
personal opinion of the author and his or her picture and name accompanies the essay. University Chronic/~.•
does not endorse or contribute to this opinion. It is , . ~
merely a forum.
·' ·
On the opposite page, the Opinions page, we feature
columns and letters to the editor.
Columns are similar to essays in that they offer the
opinion and viewpoint of the author. That person's
picture and name is run with that column. University
Chron_icle again does not endorse or contribute to that
opinion. We merely provide a forum.
Letters to the editor are sent to the Opinions editor.
We receive several letters each issue - the letters that
run in the paper must be signed and be less than 350
words.
The editorial pages are intended to provide a wealth
0f viewpoints. Although some readers may not agree
with those viewpoints, they do have merit. All opinions
deserve a chance to be heard.

it

tJNIVF:RSlT'r" Chronicle

Editorial Board
RyanVoz
EorroR

Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Sarah neck
A$1Sl'ANTMANAGING EDITOR

Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

MattMottl
OP!NJONSEDITOR

STAFF OPINION
KRtSnN ALBRECHT, CO-NEWS EDITOR

Challenges matter, not results
Not everyone can be a
First, my high school
storids and laying it out
winner. This is something didn't have a newspaper.
twji::e a week.
I have been told since I
Next, I decided to
A few weeks ago, I
was old enough to know
attend Itasca Community
made the ultimate career
what this means.
College and found out two choice. I applied for next
That's the problem with weeks after I started they
year's editor position.
contests, someone
got rid of their
Well, destiny called
has to lose. This . - - - - - - - , paper and it was up earlier this. week when I
can be a huge
to me to start it
found out I didn 't get the
blow to one's
back up.
position.
self-esteem as
Having no
When I got the phone
well.
experience at any
call on Tuesday I was sad,
I really don't
newspaper this
bitter and resentful.
like losing. I was
wasn't going to
Now that I have had a
raised as a
·
happen.
few days to let this sink in
survivor, a person
When it came
I'm still sad, but, I know
who never gives
time to transfer to a this will pass in time. This
up. I put everything I have four-year school I l09ked
has also opened up my
into what I love, including at two: St. Cloud State
options.
my job at University
University arid the
Things I was scared to
Chronicle.
University of Minnesota do before are being
When I started at this
Duluth.
considered and done.
newspaper as a copy
. The mass
Now that the decision
editor a year ago, I had no communications program
has been made I can
idea how involved I would at this university made my concentrate on taking the
become.
decision.
GREand
When I applied for the
I wanted
finding
co-news editor position
to work for
another
last May, I didn 't think I
this paper,
summer
had a chance, but others
but was
job.
Things I was
thought differently and
intimidated.
I still
scared to do
gave me a shot.
I knew I
plan on
Since then I have
had little
working
at
before are being
written a large variety of
experience
this paper
considered
and
stories, everything from
and no
and
feature to hard news.
journalism
improving
done.
I have also learned
classes to
my writing
working for University
back me up.
and
Chronicle is not easy. It
If you have any doubts, hopefully helping others.
requires patience,. time and this paper can be a hard
I understand what it's
a strong work ethic.
place to start. This is an
like to lose, but I also
I have always known I
image we want to change. understand you have to
wanted _to be a journalist.
The people I work with take the initiative to go
Unfortunately, I had a few live and breathe this
on.
strikes against me in
newspaper. We actually
There is always another
reaching this goal.
look forward to writing
contest around the comer.
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Freedom of speech
creates differences
Ladies and gentlemen - start your engines! You
canTgrumble, you can whine, lhrash around in fits of

rage (a small portion may want to applaud), becl\use
the latest edition of Aimee's coluIJU) ·is officially in!
What? You mean even after that.huge speak•out
against what goes into the Chronicle, and
particularly against a certain columnist. material like
this is still being printed?
WISE WORDS OF
You bet your First
A WOMAN
Amendment right, it is.
As a United States citizen, as
a student and as a woman, I am
proud that we have the freedom
to express opinions in mature,
professional fashions - and even
in chaotic, d_isorganized
manners.
You, as disgruntled, unhappy
students can hold yoUI speak.AIMEE
outs, and you may feel that rush
GAPSIEWICZ of adrenaline when even one
mind is changed.
What I've observed, however, is people don't
respond as well to ad hominCm persuasion. Personal
attacks against people who are not present to defend
themselves only bum the bridge of understanding
and empathy further.
But the beauty of this life we live is we are
invested with the power to make our OWIJ. decisions
concerning what is said.
·
You, as the reader, may perceive my writings
under a different light than the one I was under
when I wrote my opinion.
And though it may bruise my mora.1e to receive
negative feedback when my intentions were
positive, I must understand that, like poetry, i,ach
reader develops his own interpretation.
Whether it's "right" or "wrong" or I think yoUI
ideas are warped and twisted, we must all
understand every reader ascribes or derives his or
her own meaning in ~ordance to one's own life
experiences. .
Though speak-outs seem to be healthy and
cathartic to SE>ltle (but detrimental to others at
times), there are other means of free expression one is the print version .
. If if Column tickles your funny bone or a story
piques your interest, or let's say something printed
makes every hair on your entire body stand on end,
letters to the editor are always appreciated.
But, just because someone disagrees with my
''wise words" doesn't mean I'm going to retreat-to a
safe haven with my tail between my legs yelping
like a spumed puppy.
My power of the pen is just as strong, and it
quivers with excitement every time it sees another
reaction to its scribbling.
I challenge you all to a duel - a duel of minds, of
opinions, of organized debates and rebuitaJs.
My weapon is my pen and my will to be heard.
But, I know that just because people hear me
doesn't mean they listen. You can choose your
weapon and volume of your voice every time you 're
unsatisfied ·with any condition. However, choose ...
wisely.
.
So let that smoke roll off the paper and start a
fire in some one's inquisitive mind, because I've
given the -green light to all who wish to share their
opinions with the SCSU community and the rest of
the concerned world. Keep those angry letters a
flowin' and I'll stick to my guns.

Professors chose this situation
In response to Aaron Westre's letter in Monday's
edition there is no way in which I can support a
strike. The professors that come to this school are
highly educated people, and they should have known
what they cOuld receive in pay from not only this. l
university, but also local schools as well.
r)
I heard a figure that professors make an average
of 40 percent less than that of people with simila,.,
backgrounds. working in the private sector. Knowing ·
if a professor chose to take a job here at SCSU there
must be something else in it for them. I have no

empathy whatsoever for the professors here. They
chose the job that pays less, and if they don't like it,
quit, there is almost always someone there who is
just as qualified, and has been waiting for the chance
to get that position.
Justin Berkebile
Junior
Economics

L
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Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August

251-6005

NOW LEASING I
• 4 belioom apts.
• 8 Clll1JUS locations
• 1V & plllne jacb
in al bectooms.
age balh
rooms wi 2 slnMn
• laftty feclljes

• "°

• Parki-Q.

CIIIJl(ll1S,·

~

• Disl'Mesheril
• ~

- & lllOl8

1iit

Mi~~i~~ippi M\J~ic. F e~f 1998
· 5\Jnday, ""4y 3
11:00 a.rn.
12:05 p.rn.
1:10 p.rn.
2:15 p.rn.
3:20 p.rn.
4:25 p.rn.

Fade2 Shade
Paul Tajor
~es
Janis Figure
Diane Wegner ~ The BeneJewrits
~

5:30 p.rn.
The Thotnpron Brothers Band
7:00 p.rn. , Martin Zellar ~ the 1--lardways
Free ActniSQon!

• Crafts

RivertjdePari<

•Arts

Ra-"n:;ite at
~ k He~

Buffet .
riday, May 27 -- 1 to 3:30 p

•Food
st:uttJ@ mryica tm:o

Q-jot to Bfver;;ide D;ark

Prime Rib Deluxe Buffet..,.... $16.95 per person
includes PR Au Jus, Chicken Breast, Broiled
Walleye, Santa Fe Tortillini, Garlic Whipped ·
Potatoes, Vegetable, Garden Salad, Rolls & Butter

1f11trt/11tton1 Pr,f,rr,11
Pirate's Cove
7355 River Road NE,
Sauk Rapids

Tu"

JV\,,,,a
M"~"
Begins: al: Atwood Mall al: 10:30 a.rn.
8lCk al: Riven;ide Parle Pavilion

Thayer L.eaden;t,ip
Challerge Wal,(

Vollaj:,all To.irnament:

r-s p.rn. • g;g, 4> in Al:wood ne

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn' t 1ign up for ROTC H a

freshman or 1ophomore., you can still
catch up to your cla11matea by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, 1. paid
five-week summer coune in le.adenhi.p
training. By the time you have ~ ~ t e.d
from college, you'll have the c:a·• ntials
of an Army officer. You'll also ~,,i.; the
Htll-confidenceandditciplirie i t ~ to
auc!=e&d in college and beyond.'"' :~
\

St~-~

s~;:~~•- ;

10
Shu=~=ui::~~o~ ~
bytheofficeinRoom 11 of

:"'f.f ,,

'IIO'lt '·'f

Tll llllnlll' CDUICI a,um 111 CIIJIIII

s
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Huskies repeat as ·
NCC Champions

Huskies

looking

Tennis dominates
NCC tournament,
Bishop ends hot

No. 2, freshman Troy Pilger at No.
4, sophomore Brian Feddema at
No. 5 and sophomore Joe Cheney at
No. 6. Junior Nick K.ettenhofen, at
No. 3, was the only singles player
not to win his championship match.
The championship is SCSU's
by Sean LaFavor
sixth in the 90's, and seventh in the
STAFF WRITER
past l O years. The Huskies also
captured the conference crown in
For the ~orid consecutive year, 1997, 1994, 1993, 1991 , and 1990.
the SCSU men's tennis team is the SCSU has not finished lower than
only team in the school to capture a second since 1986.
North
Central
Conference
"We had a lot of depth and
championship.
experience at the bottom of the
The HusJcjes won five out of six lineup," said Assistant Coach Chris
singles titles and one doubles title to Slack. "With Cheney at sixth
claim
the
singles,
and
overall
team
(Aaron Slack)
championship
at third doubles.
by seven points
they're
over
the
experienced. So
University of
when it came
Northern
down to final
Colorado.
position, those
able
SCSU finished
guys gave us
with 39 points,
almost
while UNC had
automatic
32, followed by
points we have
Mankato State
that
much
like
this.
University (I 8),
experience at
Augustana
Aaron Slack
the bottom."
College (7) and
SCSU JUNIOR TENNIS PLAYER
Another key
South Dakota
for the Huskies
State University
was the fact that
(3).
Bishop beat out a UNC opponent
"It's a great feeling," said junior (Ashley Ttndle) in his semifinal
Aaron Slack. "It's a great honor.to match and upset top seed Tony
be able to represent our school with Schmidt of MSU in the final.
a win like this."
Without either of those wins, the
Slack was the onJy player who H!Jskies could have experienced al
won a championship last year who least a four-point swing that would
repeated this season. Slack and have cut SCSU's lead to only one or
freshman Kyle K.Jawiter took home two points, depending on how
the No. 3 doubles title, the same Tindle faired in the championship.
prize that Slack won at last year's
du~;It 1:~~:~~y
do~rt~~;
tournament.
Senior Kyle Freske closed out Colorado," Aaron Slack said. "We
his college career with a win at No. really needed everyoody to win.
I singles, downing top seed Todd And it helped ·a lot when Bishop
Edwards of UNC 6-2, 6-3.
beat (Ttndle) in the first round."
Also coming away with singles
fi~!~!s 1~~n ~!~
titles were freshman Todd Bishop at

for NCC
crown
by Rob LaPtante
SPORTS EDITOR

It's a great honor
to be
to
represent our
school with a win

c.,::

Filep/wlo

SCSU senior Kyle Freske shows off his backhand swing at the
Sl Cloud Tennis Center. Freske was the No. 1 singles champ at
last weekend's NCC Championships.
SCSU undefeated at 10-0 playing

°J!~;:

!~~ti:;1n
losses while
"We came in as underdogs,"
Bishop said. "But we knew we were
the betteiteam, we just had to prove

business."
Freske will be the only player on
the Huskies' roster lost to
graduation. Chris Slack expects
SCSU to return strongly next year.
"We should be the favorites next
year," Chris Slack said. "I don't
think we'll mi_ss a beat."

fin:~~
·
River Bats hoping second season is a hit
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

1be Florida Marlins proved last season that a
young
franchise
can win a
championship.
The
SL Cloud River Bats are hoping
for similar results, in the teams
second year of existance in
the Northwoods League.
After · postipg a 34-;JO
record and a. founh'ptace
finish in the teams
inaugural season last year,
first-year ·general manager
Joe Schwei said the future of
the River Bats is looking bright.
"There is always that learning
curve in any new business," Schwei
said. "Last year, we had to dea1 with that, and
this season things* are going much • more
smoothly."
The River Bats have currently signed 19

Cbronicle/ll

it. Everybody came out and did
their part and took care of

players for this seasons team, including four
players from the state of Minnesota.
Current University of Minnesota baseball
players Jeremy Negen, Matt Scanlon and Craig
Selander are already signed and Mankato
State University pitcher Trent
Bohnsack is also on the roster.
Schwei said he is extremely
happy with the players they
have signed thus far, and is
expecting big things from
players like Selander, who
played for the Wausau
Woodchucks last season.
"Selander already has 15
homers for the Gophers this
season," Schwei said. "He's
been" having a great year so far
and we're excited to have him on our
team."
,
Selander is one of the many players who
decided to join the River Bats, because of the fan
support and facilities.
"

Bohnsack, who is one of the North Central
Conference's top pitchers, said one of the
reasons he chose to play for the River Bats is the
opportunity to play at Dick Putz Field.
"I'd sooner play for St. Cloud than the other
teams," Bohnsack said. ''Dick Putz Field is a
spectacular field and one of the nicest fields I
have ever played on."
Schwei said the presence of an above average
stadium is a1ways a bonus when it comes to
signing players.
.
"I would put our ball park up against any
other park in the league," Schwei said.
As for fan support, the River Bats set an
expansion team record for attendance last
season, averaging nearly 2,500 fans a ·
game.
The River Bats sold around 300 season tickets
last season, and this year Schwei said the total of
SC8$0n ticket holders is increasing.

Go TO RIVER BATS, PAGE 13 •

The SCSU softball team has a
little score to settle at this
weekend's ..
North
Central
Conference Softball Tournament. .1,
The Huskies, ranked seventh in
the nation in the latest Divisjon-11
softball poll, are also the..highesl
ranked NCC team. Their 5-1 NCC
record, has them in first place in the
Northern Division standings.
That being said, the Huskies
we're still gi\'en the No. 3 seed at
this weekend's tournament.
SCSU sophomore pitcher Adria
Carlyon said the players were a bit
upset when they found out about
the seedings.
"We we~ all disappointed when
we found out we were the No. 3
seed," Carlyon said. ''We went 3-2
versus Augustana College (No. I
seed) and 2-2 agai~t North Dakota
State University (No. 2 seed) this
season, so we feel the seedings
weren't fair."
The Huskies (36-12 overall) will
take· on No. 6 seed Morningside
College (26-22 overall) in the first
game Friday, at Mickelson Field in
Fargo,N.D.
The winner of that game will
likely take on NDSU, who takes on
No. 7 seed Mankato State
Unlverfsity.
Carlyon said the Huskies would
like to see a Maverick upset, but
realistically, they are preparing
themselves for the Bison in round
two. .
"It would be nice if NDSU got
upset in the first game," Carlyon
said. "Bui, we'll probably faee the
Bison and it should be an
interesting game, because it could
be the tiebreaker."
·
The
Huskies
played
Morningside twice this season, and
won both games, but Carlyon said
the Huskies can't take _them lightly
this weekend
"Morningside has a lot of good
hitters," Carflyon said. "We have to
make sure we get some runs on
them early and we should be able to

bea~:~~• runs was a problem·fue •
Huskies ran into last season, as "'
SCSU finished fourth at last years
NCC ToumairienL
"We're all pretty confident, and
as long as the bats are going, we
should do well," Carlyon said.
"Last year, we left so many people
on base and this year we have been
getting the hi~ with runners on
base."
Should SCSU advance to the
championship game, the Huskies
would play either a 5 p.m. or 7 p.m.
game Saturday night
Friday's game starts at I p.m:
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Huskies defeatJohnnies
by Sean LaFavor

saw action in the contest. The Johnrues managed only
one unearned run off VorpahJ in the first inning, and
SCSU cruised to a 7-1 victory.
"All our pitchers were throwing strikes, we got good
As the SCSU baseball season draws to~ards its
conclusion, SCSU finds itself fighting for a playoff defense," Vorpahl said. "Hopefully this was a preview
position in the new North Central Conference of what will happen this weekend."
Vorpahl has been the bright spot for SCSU's
post.season setup.
Currently, the Huskies are 8-8 in North Central pitching staff this season, g'oing 6-1 and accounting for
one-third
of the team's victories overall.
Conference play, one game behind South Dakota State
'.'We fee;! confident that an our pitchers are going to
University for the final playoff spot.
·
give us all they've got
SCSU plays a pair of
when they go out ~here,"
doubleheaders
this
said junior centerfielder
weekend
with ·
the
M,ke McKinney. "Some
. University of North Dakota
just haven't had as good of
and North Dakota State
luck this season as others."
University.
All four games this
"We feel right now that
weekend will be played at
all
we need to take at least
Dick Putz Field, giving
three this weekend to have
SCSU a home field
any shot at making the
advantage that could give
playoffs," said junior
them a little boost as they
pitcher Josh Vorpahl.
battle for the final NCC
Sweeping all four
playoff spot.
·
games would virtually
"It's always nice to
assure the Huskies a
have home games,"
playoff spot, while winning
Tim Bolan·d
Boland said. "I don't think
three of the four would
our home record is all that
SCSU JUNIOR INFIELDER
mean that they would need
good. Mankato beat us
help from other teams.
twice up here, then we
On
Monday,
the
Huskies played a makeup doubleheader against went down there and beat them twice. I guess if we got
Bemidji State University, crushing the Beavers in the 3,000 screaming fans out there that might make a
difference."
first game 14-3, then dropping the second game 3-l.
The Huskies projected pitching rotation this
"I think (the second game) was just a lack of
concentration," said junior second baseman Tim weekend has senior Matt Oelschlager and freshman
Boland. ''Their pitcher wasn't really doing anything Luke Hanegraaf starting Friday against UNO, then
special to shut us down, we just didn' t use our heads Vorpahl and senior Jim Crowley starting Saturday
like we should have at the plate, and it cost us in the againstNDSU.
"I think (making the playoffs) is going to take the
end."
Junior Tim Klinnert pitched 6 1/3 innings in the first whole team staying in the game mentally and
game, giving up three runs on five hits to pick up the physically," Boland said. '1t's going to take a little luck,
win, junior outfielder Mike Flanigan knocked a home but I think if we play hard-and use our heads, we should
be okay."
run for the Huskies.
UNO is currently in second place in the NCC with a
SCSU played a tuneup game Wednesday against St.
Erik Peursen/ON-UNE FNTOR
John's University. All of the Huskies starting pitchers 11-5 record, two games behind the University of
Northern Colorado.
Junior Tim Boland catches a pop fly Monday at Dick Putz Field.
STAFF WRITER

I don't think our home
recartl is
that good. .. I
guess if we had 3,000
screamingfans out there
that might make a
difference.

_Pre: Business
StudenJs
Y;ou are required,"to
come to the ii

Student Services
..
Office, BB 123
to obtain your
ACCESS CODE, for fall

Semester 1998

Corne EARLY Jo beat

Louisville
Douglas
•2018 8th St. N•St. Cloud•(320) 252-2600•

SPECIAL EVENT

Mark
0 C o ll1lJlllO]["
Violin, Guitar and Mandolin
1

Saturday, May 9, 8 p.m.
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium
St. Cloud State University

~----------

Mark O'Connor, Country Music Association's
"Musician of the Year" from 1991 to 1996, has
also appeared at Carnegie Hall with Isaac Stern
and ltzhak Perlman, and has performed and
recorded with Yo-Yo Ma.
He currently focuses his energies on composing
music, blending classical violin virtuosi ty with
the American fiddle tradition
Presentedby ·

liiiiJij
fgi

and

ST. CLOUD STATE
"""'''"'
A rradillo~oftxedltnc.and"Pf'Om111i1y

General admi ss ion ti c k e t s $ 1 5 • C all 2 53 - 3 6 83
Tickets available at Al's Music, Schmitt Music, Byerly's & Atwood Center, SCSU.
.:3JJm:tA
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
Davies

NCCBUDALL
~
NCC O\'ttal.l.GB

Team

· NorthemColor.WO . . .. .12-2 ... 2i-1s
NorthD:ikob. ................. 11-5 ... 33-10.....2

North Dakota State ....... 10-6... 23-11 ...3
South Dakota Slate ........9-7... 19-13.. ...4
Nebraska-Omaha .......... ..7-7 ... 17-14 .... 5
MankatoStale .....
... 8-8. .. 18-17 ... 5
St. Cloud State ...•........8-8.. .15-21 ....5
Momingside .................... .5-9 ... 11-23.....7
Augusiana ..................... .4-12... 10.19..... 9

SouthDakota ......................2-12.....6-24 .•. JO
(Top roJr teams qualify for pby<:ifs)
'diochcd.pla~spot
~
North Dakota at St. Cloud St. (2)
North Dakoo St at Mankato St. (2)

South Oakoo at Augw;1ana (2)
Momin~de at South Dakot1 St. (2)
~

North DakotaSt. atSt. Cloud St. (2)
NonhDak01aa1Manka10St. (2)
South Dakoiaa1SouthDakolaS1. (2)
MorningsideatAugusuna(2)
Nebraska-Omaha at Northern <:olorado (2)
~

Nebraska-Omaha at Northern Colorado (2)
ffmsdey'sggmeQM
SCSU
1000
McKinney 3121
Biehn
3000
Sarauer
110 0
Woodford 0000
Rie5
3232

BSU
Putnum

1000
Boland
3110
B<ol<e
4000
Fbnigan
4136
2110
Rogne$
3 l 00
Broda
4010
Hanegraaf 1000
Rolek
3 210
Johnson
3 111
Friedrichs 2111
Kavanaugh 3 21 0
Hopkiru
201 l
FISCb.er
3100
Agard
3000
Grande
3222
Hol!IXJuisl: 0000
Klinnert
0000
Loesch
0000
\bllan
0000
Perrault
0000
Czech
0000
Totals
2535)
Totals 30 141311
BSU
010 002 0- 3 S 4
SCSlJ
100 319 X -14 13 l
E-Btoda, Agard 3, Klinnert. 28--Johnsoo,
Friedrichs, Rolek. 38--Kavanaugh. HRFbnigan. 'SB-Ries. CS-McKinney. SFAanigan.
HSU
Hol!IXjui.51:, L
4 7 4 31
Lo=h
1451 0
Perrault
0.1 l 4 3 0
C=k
0.2 I 10 0
S<SU
l l ' H a llllI.
Klinnert,W
6.1 5 3 3 3
½Jim
0.2 0 0 1 0

""'°'

HBP-Fnedrichs(byKlinnert),Pu1nuin(by
Klinnert:), Ries (by Czech), Boland . (by
Czech). WP-Perrault. T-3:15. ATI-lO.

HSU
Putnum
Johnson

Benke

TtHWkn(s game twa
S<SU
3001
4 0 IO
3010

McKinney 4000
Ries
2 000
Boland
3000

Carroll

21.00'
Broda
3000
Czech
3110
Agard
2111
Banosiewskl 00 1
Balsley
2 000

Flanigan

3000
2120
1001
Fischer
2000
Crowley
1 000
Stanslaski . 3010
Sarauer
2010
}enien
0000
Scully
0000
Totals
23141

Iverson
Rolek

Totals
23343
HSU
000 102 0-340
S<SU
100 319 x-141
E-Jenzen. 28----Sra nslaski. 38--Iverson.
SB-Benke, Carroll, Sarauer. CS-Johnson.
SF-Rolek

BSU
Bnxb,W

7 4

l 4 2

scsu
Jenien, L
Srully

5.2 3 3 5 6
1.1 1 0 2 l

HBP-Benke (by Jenzen), Broda (by
}enzen). T-l:50. A1T--6o.
NCC Ltggue {&ader1
Batting:
GAB R HAVG
Josh Smith, MSU •
16 55 18 28 .505
EllcryJackson,UNC
14 472023.489
Tony Richards, NDSU
16 50 24 17 .400
Ca nerRogalla, UND
164324 20.465
Ray Mostad, UND
15 52 14 24 .462
RUNS- Caner Rogalla, UND 24; Ryan
Park, MSU 21; Ellery Jackson, UNC 20;
Mike McKinney, SCSU 19: John Somrock,
UND 19
RBI- Ste\'.C' Kirgan, UNC 22; Grant

Do you •w;mt to enhance your resume,
improve your design skills and get paid?
University Chronicle is looking for the
1998-99 Advertising Manager. Applications
can be picked up in SH 13 or for more
information call 255-3943.

- - -- - -

--

-

l

University Village
Town homes

Gieszler, UND 21; Josh Smith, MSU 20;
Derek Boegeman, MSU 20; Caner Rogalla,
UNO 19
IDTS- Josh Srrdth, MSU 28; Mike
McKinney, SCSU 26; Tony Richards, NDSU
24;RayMostad,UND24;3playerstied
wilh23.
Home RUD5- Sieve Kirgan, UNC 7; Josh
Smith, MSU 7; Aaron Larson, l.JND 7; 5
player.;tiedwith6.
Doubles - Jason Leber, USD 6; Chris
Schiltz,MC6;BlairJohnson6.
Triples- 6playcrstiedwithi
StolenBalk"S-Jason Leber, USO 8; Ty
Huber, AC 7; Mike McKinney, SCSU 6: 3
players tied with 5.
Victories- Tim Buteibaugh, SDSU 4; Josh
\brpahl, SCSU 4; Gabe Purvis, UNC 4.
Strike Outs- Mike Rerick, UND 43; Trem
Bohnsack, MSU 33; Josh Vorpahl, SCSU 33;
Jason Kalbrener, NDSU 29; Jed Meyer,
MSU28
ERA- Keith Meyers, MSU 0.59; Tom
Loughlin, SDSU 0.69; Nathan Sticha. SDSU
0.96; Nid Nelson, MC 1.61; Corey Schmidt,
NDSU 2.25..

NCCSoPnw.
1997-285ta!!!#ngs
NorthernDMsioru
Team

NCC
Ovua1l
Sl:.Cloudswe ................ s-1... ......36-12
NorthDakotaStale ......... .4-2......62-13
Mankato State ............ .3-3 ............ 23-25
North Dakota...
. . o--6....••••... 10-34

Four bedroom townhomes for individuals
· or groups up to four.

Necessary Skills:

Campus ~lipper and Metro Bus Service
with three trips per hour to SCSU

(Cbroaicte style)

•Knowledge or AP

•Good English
and grammatlcal skms
•Dedicated and punctual
If you fit this description, calf
Ryan Voz at 255-2449
or stop by Stewart Ha/113
to apply.

~
(NCC Tourney, at Mickelson Park,
. Fargo, N.O.)
,s South Dakota St vs. -9 North Dakota
•l Augustana vs. SDSU/UN0 winner
•2 North Dakota St. vs. •7 Mankato SI..
•3 SL Cloud st: vs. -6 Morningside
•4 Nebrask:i-Omaha vs. "5 South Dakota
SDSU-UND loser vs, NJ?SU-MSU loser
AC-UND/SDSU winner vs. UNO-USO
winner
NDSU-MSU winner vs. SCSU•MC winner
UNO-USO loser vs. AC-SDSU/UNO loser

---

Championship game 5 p.m

Dtrnm H\Vomco'$ Softball POH

t"""
1. Kennesaw State (Ga.) 46-t

-158

2. HumboldtState(Calif.)55-5

154

3.Ashland·(Ohio)47-4
4. Shippensb,11g(Pa)39--4
5. Nebraska-Kearney31•7
6. Fklrida Southern 44-11
7.SI.CloudStatc ,36-12
8.MclTimack ·(Mass.)30-3
9. California (Pa.) 37-5
10.Ca! State&kersfield37-8

137
136
128
119

River Bats
"We already have 400 season
ticket holders for this season,"
Schwei said. "Every day we get
new people signing up, and we're
shooting for 450-500 by the start of
the season."
Schwei pointed out one of the
reasons for the high attendance
figures last season, was the number
of promotions that took place.
Schwei said many of the popular
promotions held last year, such as
t the Grain Belt Beer Batter, which
the fans receive a discounted beer if
a certain opposing player strikes out
will be back.
'That (beer batter) will be back
this season, along with the Bat
Mobile," Schwei said. "It's the old
addage, 'If you give it away. people
will come' and this season we have
a number of great promotions."
The promotions begin opening
night,. June 5. against Wausau.
Former Minnesota Twin and
Hall of Farner Hannon Killebrew
wi"ll throw out the first pitch of the
game.
Each fan in attendance will
receive a free River Bat magnet
schedule and after the game·, a postgame fireworks dispay will be
held.
0

Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year

. Soulhcm Division:
Team
NCC
Ovua1l
Augwtana ....................... 6-2 ......... 43-11
Nebraska-Omaha ...
5-3....... 30-15
South Dakota ..... ............5-3 ......... ..39-20
South Daken State
..... 3-5 ........... 25-2.8
Momingsjde
•••.. .1-7. ....... 26-22

PAGE
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Cokata upo! "Come to the Center"
Tuesday, May 12, 7:30 p.m.

Tickets: 363-5777
Adult $16 • Children $6
Senior Citizen/Student $12
Sponsored in part

105
103
87

Other notable promotions will
include fans receiving free gloves,
bats, caps, an~ even a chance to win
anew car.
Mix together the promotions,
the fan support and the talent, both
players and management are
optimistic for the uix;oming season.
'1'm really looking forward to
tbs season." Bohnsack said. ''From
what I hear, they are getting some
really good people corning in and it
sounds like we should be one of the
best teams in the league."
''Talking to the scouts, on paper
we have the best team," Schwei
said. "But that's on paper. If we
play better defense and continue to
play aggressive baseball, I fully
expect to make the playoffs."

Lakota Sioux Indian
Dance Theatre
Features Include; • Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms. • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning
• Large Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

10')

Benedicta Arts Center
College o(Saint Benedict
37S.CollegeAve.
st. Joseph, MN 56374-2099

lJNIVERSI1Y Chronicle
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T O - DOMESTIC & IMPORTS

Available 98-99 Scbool Year
4 BDRM APTS

GIVE us A CALL! 251-7733
6th AVE. & DIVISION
AUTO PARTS

Unlverslt, Square II

BUMPER
=
BUMPER

SERVICE CENTER

Quiet, Convenient locations
Starting at $175

: 4 CYLINDER TUNE UP

✓

$39 99

INSTALLNEWPLUGS CHECK
DISTR IBUTOR CAP AND ROTOR
INSPECT AIR FILTER AND PC V
CHECK FLUID LE~E~S-

,

■

,

____EXPIRES _S:1~ ~

'

:blL
CHANGE$
-;
: FILTER AND LUBE
14.99:
& MAINTENANCE CHECK
MOST CARS
+tax ,
INCLUDES
A□□ s1 FOR □1sPosAL..OF FILTER·
5 QUARTS◊IL ::;;, ).,
EXPLRESS-15-98

Off Street Parking
Controlled Access
✓ Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves
✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms
✓

✓

Laundry
Air Condition,ing
✓ Mini Blinds
✓ Heat/Water Paid
✓ On Site Caretaker
✓

Call ~ T o d u ! l

up_To

NOW HIRING IN
THE TWIN CITIES

' Great Full-time
Summer Job
Opportunities
• Crew managers & painters·needed
• Exce ll~nt pay & incentives

• 4 day work week
• No experience necessary & pd. traini-g

•Year round employment

253-1100

STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??
We have 2 and 4 br. apartmems available from

$175 to $225

Br1dgev1ew South, Bridgeview West. Park South.
Classic 500 and River Ri dge.
tl'Bldgs. with FREE computers for student use

ti'

Walking distance co campus• tl'lntercom entry buildings v'Private

bedrooms with locks v'Telephone and cable outlets in each bedroom
tl'Microwaves tl'Off-screec_parking v'Dishwashers V Miniblinds on
all windows ti' Air conditioning v'lnterior and 1exceriq areas well~
lighted v'Well-maintained building and grounds

APARTMENTS

WITH COMPUTERS

320 · 259 · 4259
Pillar Property Managemen~ Inc.

~~f'f.A.i.. -e~ .. ,~
' ,·
, .;; ·

'

'

.

Captain Ron's
Tanning Salon

'

Captain Ron's Too
Hair & Tanning Salon

. 654-8998

251-0137

Near Hallenbeck Hall.

in Atwood Center.

r-· -------------------,
Captain Ron's Tanning
1
5 .
10
I
I Session
Session I
1 Packal!e
Packal!e 1

1 '
.I

I

$12.99

:

$19.99 I

Limit one Coupon per person. Expires 5/15/98.

L----

:

Captain ~on's Too• 251-0137. _____ .J

r--.
-- ---------------,
1 Captain Ron's Too Hair Salon · 1
I
I
I
I
I
1

$1 00
•
Off

Haircut

:
I

L- _

~
1
I
1

I
I
I
*Price starts !lt $30.00. I
Hair kngth detennines, I

$5.00 Off
Hi-lil!hts

pnce of service.

.
'

-

I

Limit one coupon per person. Not valid
:
with other specials. Expires 5/15/98.
I
Please cal1 for an appointment• 251-0137. __ .J

d

:
I
I

'

Captain Ron's Too
Acrylic Nails
$25.00 full set
_
$1 s.oo fills
Limit one Coupon per person. Not valid
with other specials. Expires 5/15/98.

L- __ Please call f9r an appointment• 251-0137

7

CELLULAR SERVICES
•Free accessory with new service-up 1o $69.95 value!
•Great Prepaid Program
•Everyone Qualifies! ·
• Per Second Billing
• 100% Digital
•No contracts!
• Free long-distance in.Minnesota &
(715) area code in Wisconsin ,

PAGING SERVICES
PAGER PACKAGES:
• We activate

any pager with NO ACTIVATION FEE!

•$59.95 irddes 3 mmrtbs ~ & activation
• S-wide Monthly Service $ 7 .95 w/ Student ID.

1
I
1

•Take additional 10% off w/valid Stud~t ID!

:

• Switch your service and get an .

I
·
I
__ .J

additional 10% off!

(3:1())203-4444

1207 1st Street South
St. Clolld

Thursday

Learn to lead and follow
$CSU ROTC members spent four
days at Camp Ripley participating
in a Field Training Exercise. They
worked to gain team, leadership
and technical skills.

Above, the ability to use a compass to find a point·of
location Is essential to the cadets' success.
Below left, ROTC cadets from SCSU, the College of St.
Benedict, St. John's University, the University of
Minnesota end Mankato State University gather Friday
Brian Hervat, a junior, left, discusses the terrain of the land with cadet Shelton from the u of M. They use afternoon at camp Ripley for their spring Field Training
a protractor to detennine the direction and distance between points to be found:
. Exercise.

rrhot: ,
Story
by

Melissa

Gihnan
Diversions
~dito~

Hervat orients one member of his squad,.cadet Quitshaw from
Mankato, to the termin model. This is a model of the land built
to scale.

Left, a team of
cadets dismount
from -an Armored
Personnel tarrier
· in a simulated ·
firefight.
Thi ,
team needs to
"take
up
security" which
means they will
surround the APC
and prepare to
fight. This occurs
in only a few
seconds
so
communication
' and or9"1nization
are important
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Mississippi Musl_c Fest:
by Betsy Cahill
STAFF WRITER

The.13th annual Mississippi Music Fest is

being held on Sunday.
The free festival is a day-long event
featuring music, food, sports, arts and crafts
• and, hopefully, sunshine.

- ,¥MF is put on by the University Program
Board and is one of their largest events of the
yea<
Heather

Bault,

MMF

coordinator,

commented on the event by saying, "MMF is
a great event for UPB because all the
committees are involved."
The event centen. around a lineup of eight
diverse musicaJ acts.

"No two acts are the same type of music,"
Bault said.
The day begins at 11 a.m. with the band
Fade 2 Shade. Bault explained this student
.band earned its opening slot at the festival by
winning "The Battle of the Unsigned Bands,"
a contest held by UPB in March.
The rest of the lineup features Didjeridoo
player Paul Taylor, former St. Cloud based
band, The Surahoolies, hard rock band Janis
Figure, folk artists Diane Wegner & The
BeneJesurits, the world beat and reggae
sounds of Shangoya, country act The
Thompson Brothers Band, and headliners
Martin Zellar and The Hardways.
Besides the musical entertainment, a
variety of vendors will be on hand selling

·..
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come. outside and.play
Various arts, crafts, foods and beverages.
According to Bault, this year's festival
includes 60 vendors, the most in~ history of
the event
lnere is also a volleyball tournament
being held from I to 5 p.m. 1ne tournament
is co-ed and persons interested in
participating can sign up in the UPB office,
room I 18 in Atwood Memorial Center.
People are able to get some exercise by
participating in the Thayer Leadership
Challenge Walk. It begins at Atwood Mall al
10:30 a.m. and ends at Riverside Park
Pavilion.
Bault said attendance at the festival is
dependent on weather conditions.for the day.
Last year 8,000 people came to enjoy the

festival and the warm sunshine. This year's
festival is goin& io be similar to last year's,
except for th<f different music and there will
be more vendors Bault said.
Senior and mass communic_ations major,
John Allen, attended the festivities last year
and said he enjoyed the event.
'1 hung out with friends and sat around
and enjoyed the sunshine," Allen said.
Allen noted th'e people in attendance at
last year's MMF were "a great crowd and
everyone got along."
Weather complying, the MMF looks to be
a repeat of last year. In case of bad weather,
the Halenbeck Fieldhouse has been chosen as
the rainsite.

IUfflPI l@tl IPik@I
Gillieans On The River
is now forrriine co-ed
volleyball leaeues

4-bedroom apartments
available with:

• Get some friends together
and sign up now for your
volleyball team! ·
• Limited number of team
spots available.
• Leagues start May 26 and
play every Tues, Wed, & Thurs.

For more information contact
Gillieans on the River

APARTMENT
FINDERS

• Tuck-under Parking
• Heat Paid
•Water Paid
• Tanning Bed
•2 Full Baths
• Dishwasher
• Microwave

253-7784

259-4040

BlGGES'l',APA.RTMENTS OH CAMPUS!

FOR INFORMATION
CALL

(6 miles north of Sartell)

The 10ices in your head finall yha'te a poim .
1

....

~

.

~

Saturda11
Ma11 2nd

Thursda~
APril 30th
Boo .
CD Release Wood
ParlY
sc·s Blrthda11
includes Detr
sational Joint
• Dlllan Hicks
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Martin Zellar and t~e Hardways return to St. Cloud
by Melissa Gilman
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Fans of Martin Zellar and the

Hardways will be able to kick back in the
grass and listen to some toe-tapping good
tunes Saturday, May 3
at the 13th annual
Mississippi
Music
Festi'ljll.

St. Cloud often
plays tfos(· to Zellar

and his band. They
played at the Red
Carpet Nite Club

Sunday April 5th.
Ze11ar's
charismatic presence

while playing lO the
packed and raucous

crowd showed why he
has had such staying
power ii, the music

world.
''I think we're an
accessible band, we
always hang out with

crowd," said Zellar.
Zellar gets as excited about the music
as the crowd does. "Okay this is a ·song
yOU guys are gonna know," Zellar said as
he began to play "Cracklin' Rose" by Neil
Diamond.
Anyone who has

followed
Zellar's
career from the Gear
Daddies to the present
knows of his love for
I will always , Neil Diamond. He
also enjoys Bruce
continue tq write Springsteen and
Nancy Griffith.
songs. It's
Zellar said, '1 have
a
huge respect for
something I need songs
that have been
to do.
massive hits for other
people."
MartinZellar
Songwriting is the
most appealing aspect
LEAD SINGER
of music for Zellar.
MARTIN ZELLAR
"I'd be perfectly
AND THE HARDWAYS
happy to write songs
and sell them to
people from the people," Zellar said.

Even if he no longer perfonned on
stage he would still write songs.
•
'1 will always continue to write songs.
It's something I need to do," said Zellar.
While on the road for tours Zellar and
band members like to catch baseball
games in different cities.
Zel~ar~~'.I is still a gentlemanly sport
His theory is in high school the
basketball and football players were the
big super stars, not the baseball players.
That meant the baseball players never got
big heads or egos.
"I can remember sitting in the back of
our fami ly station wagon at the Dairy
Queen listening to the baseball game on
WCCO," Zellar said.
If his music career never would have
taken off, Zellar said he might have been
a teacher. "I did well in school. I ni!yer fit
the musician stereotype and I was never
driven to be a rock star," Zellar said.
Old fans and those new to the music of
Martin Zellar and the Hardways can hear
them perfonn at the Mississippi Music
Fest al 7 p.m. in the Riverside Parle

Owen Lee Reconlings
Martin Zellar and the Hardways have been
playing together for about four years. The

members, (1-r), are Dan Neale, Dominic Ciola,
Martin Zellar, Marc Relish and Patrik Tanner.

Tell n1on1 n1ost of -what
you're up to.
®

1-800-COLLECT
CALLING ALL STUDENTS!!
FREE TUITION & SUMMER JOBS

([}T~f
to Learn.
St. Cloud Tedrnic.tl College offers over
100 educ.Hiona! o ption.sin a variety
of pro gram length.s

If you ·d like more information or

to

enroll,

call o ur Admi.ssions Office at
(320) 654-5089 or

1-800-222-1009 exL 5089.

Great Jobs, G~ Pay, Great Locations and Great 8-f"ds - T.UI T I ON
REIMBURSEMENT, referral bcnis, vacation, bonuses and NO LAY OFFS!!

~
@MANPOWER ot Gool'o~·
1 -8 00 -32 1 -54 11 o r 32 0-2 5 1-1924

Midtown Office Building
3400 1st Street North, Suite
101
St. Cloud,MN
E/0/E

SI: CLOUD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
{Jo/den Oppottunities
I

9

4

8

I

9

9

(320) 654-5089 or 1-800-222-1009,

8
<:XI.

5089

1'>-t0 Nrnihway Drin- • St.Cloud. MN ',(,_'>1)5-1!-t0
A O A _ F . . . , . Allirmo1""'-"':1,onll:qua10pporttn1:y Educa!Or...,E~
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Housing
EFRCIENCIES
1-4 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35 garages.
2-BDRM. $205/mo.
4

~~~~e;lip~~~\ut1T~e. cin-~~~
1

laundry. Heat, water, .garbage .&
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
1- & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12~month lease only.
Call 240-9483.

Classifieds

1STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1· and 2-bdnn. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenmes. Choose your size and
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$175/mc. Heat pd. 251-6969. ·
. VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

STILL LOOKING?
quiet, spacious 1- & 2-bdrm. apts. in
•8-plex. Free private reserved
FORE$1'/IEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free parking. Laundry, heat pd., $360reseived parking with plug-ir.S". $430. 251-6969.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bl.ls line·.
VISIT US ON THE WEB!
Heal and waler pd .• $360-$430/mo.
Select Prop www.rent.net/ads/select
251-6969.

2-BDRM.
in four-plex by HalenbecK Hall.
SummerAall. Call 251-8941.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.,
$220/mo. Northern Mgmt 251 •
6969.
.
OLYMPIC II
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdnn. spltt unrts with two full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFRCIENCtES AND 1·BDRM.
APTS.
close to downtown and SCSU, heat
pd .• Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 2519418.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. toWnhomes, individual
leases, $200-$235/mo each. Call
252-2633.
1-AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or 251-94.18.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality living. OW, AfC, heat
pd. <lontact Equity Investments, Jeff
420-1290, or 251-8284.
NOTICEII NOTICEII NOTICE!I
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
Reduced Rates Oil 2- and 3-bdnn.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Call today 251-1814.

4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
Mgmt. 251-6005.

Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle,
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run accofding to the affiount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
- $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
3'8DRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1
blk. to campus. Call Greg. 2673291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.

FEMALE SUMMER SUBLEASER
WANTED
$240/mo., parking and u1il. included.
Large bdrm. in furnished home
located on 5th Ave. Fun roommates!
Call Erin 203-1459.

1-BDRM. APT. AVAIL. 611
quiet, upper duplex near Lake
George. Cable, heat, water, parking
included. No smoking. Reference.
$350/mc. 255-5323.

RAVINE APTS.
Fall 1998. 253-7116.

4-BDRM. APTS.
various floor plans. Call 259-9283

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with 2 full baths.
Extra storage. DW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.

MICHIGAN PLACE
1-bdrm. spacious, French balconies.
1 bath. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
line. Heat pd., NC, $405/mo.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

ROOMMATE WANTED'.
female; $150/mo. Avail. June 1. Call
Kim at 240-8759.
'

· 2-..&''3-BDRM. APT.
sammer anct-lall. Allan 253-3488, or
251'!010:'
'

NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
Reduced rates on 2 and 3-bdnn.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Call today 251-1814.

1~f"4~ts, n~e! Call 267-3291, or

AFFORDABLE
4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.

WEST CAMPUS 11
2-bdnn. apt., near Halenbeck, large
bath, heat included. $250/mo. Call
251-6969.

ATTRACTIVE 4-BDRM. APTS.
heat pd., parking. laundry, NC ,
SCSU close. Hurry few left. Excel,
251-6005.

METROVIEW APTS.
2- and 3-bdnn., close to SCSU,
decks, OW, heat pd., NC, security
garages, micro., Riverside_Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-~dnn. $405. 1-bdnn. widen or 2bdnn. sm. $425. 2-bdnn. reg. $445.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

HOUSES/ APT. HOUSES
5-bdnn. for 5-8 people. 8-bdnn. for
9-11 people. 9-bdnn. lor 9-1 O
4-BDRM. APTS.
people. Great SCSU locations, Dan
$195/10-mo. lease. $175/12-mo.
251-1925.
lease. Heat and basic cable
included. 259-9673.
STATEVIEW
4-bdrm. units on campus. Two
4-BDRM. HOUSE
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat
has rooms for rent. Summer months
paid. 253-1154.
and/or nex1 fall. Near SCSU
campus. $200/mo. plus util. For
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd. more info. call Dawn at (320) 285Available immediately. Reasonable 4875.
rent. Short-tenn leases. Telephone
SINGLE ROOM
252-6153, leave a message.
male, female, summer or fall. 1 blk.
to
campus,
on 5th Ave ..
SINGLE ROOMS AVAIL
Very nice, 267-3291 or 255-1274.
AUGUST1
5 locations. $180-$245, male and
4-BDRM. HOUSE FOR RENT
female avail. Dan 251-1925.
near campus, 2 baths, large kitchen.
· NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
$750/mc. plus u1il. Avail. June 1st.
tired of roommates? Call us lodayl Cal Mike at 259-4023 or 654-1677.
253-1154.
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-SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mc. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.

$150 ROOM SHARED HOUSE;
laundry, yard, parking, shared util.
Close, me. to mo. possible. reduced
rent for home care responsibilities.
251-6657, avail. 611.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
w~h private bathroom and NC for
the older student. Util. included.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE EFRCENCY
S.E. location wal~ng distance. Avail.
1
~~ ~:i:p~~e~t No smoking,
MALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM. APT.
heat pd., close to SCSU, parking,
laundry, OW. Excel Mgmt. 251 •
6005.
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
call today to see an apt.eff. 3
&4 bdrm. avail. 253-1154 or
www.rent.net/ads/select

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1- and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
llne. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or251-9418.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
APTS.
heat pd., OW, micro., NC, intercom
entry, parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
BENTONWOOD APTS.
2-bdnn. apts. near Hwy. 10 and 23.
Avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 12-mo. leases
$380-$400. 10-mo. leases $440 •
$460. Heat pd., on bus line, micro.
incl. Dan 251-1925.

and winter. Call Dave after 5 p.m.,
251-5246.
NOW RENTING
for the 1998-99 school year. 2511814 or scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management.
·
AMENmES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdnn .• decks, heat pd.,
OW, AfC, 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284. 251-9418.
2· AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
laundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451 .

BEACHWOOD APTS.
avail. 6/1 or 8/1. 1-bclrm. apts. near
Coboms. 12-mc. leases $320-$350.
10-mc. lease $360-$390. Dan 2511925.

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 ·large bdnns. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.

SUMMEI) RATES .
S.E. and Campus locations,
:g'm?:_~all ~~m Mgmt. 654-

FEMALE TO SHARE 4-BDRM.
APT.
heat pd., parking, laundry, DW
intercom .entry.•~ l,,Mgmt...
6005.
-

WWl;,llim::I ~J,(<~,o; w

,o

4-bdnn. apt., heat pd., DW, micro.,
NC, parking and carports, laundry.
EPM 251-6005.
_________

3-BDRM. APT;
3805thAve. S. 3people $825/mo. 4
people $900/mo. Quality living, Dan
251-1925.

now re~:O~E~!E~~~i:-;;nd fall.
Two full bathrooms, 4-bdnn. apts.
259-9434.

--A~C~RO~SS~F~R~O-M~C~A_M_P-US4-bdnn. apt. DW, AfC. 240-0679, or
250-0679.

FEMALE HOUS!l'.JG
4-bdnn. house. Everything included.
Cozy, quiet, clean. 13th Ave. S.E. 1
at $240 or 1 at $260. Call Megan
654-6742. .

CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
OPENINGS
in 4-bdrm. apts. for fall. Includes
heat. OW, micro., AfC, blinds. 575
7th St. S. 252-9226.

4-BDRM. APT.
2-car garage, with opener, heat,
laundry, central air & city util.
included. $200/mo. each. Avail.
Sept. 1st 259-5671.

8-BDRM. HOUSE
avail. Aug.1. 2 kitchens, 3
bathrooms, washer/dryer, _ free
parking. $215/person. Must have 8
people. Call Apartment Finders,
259-4040.

M & MSUITES
1-room efficiencies avail. now,
summer and fall. Util., cable
TV, included. 259-9434.

M & MAPTS.
now renting for '98-'99 school year.
4-bdnn. apts., all lresh~ updated.
259-9434.

female hc~~i~~~~_:;:; heme by
Lake George, $200. Everything
included. Call Megan. 654-8742.

IVY APTS.
4-bdnn. apts., DW, micro., security
~~i-~;~ cable included. Heat pd.

5 ope~:s~ ~~~:i~~pus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.

SMALL-1-BDRM. HOUSE
$450/mo., 12-mo. lease starting
June 1. U1il., parking pd. 253-6606.

NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICEII
Campus
Mgmt.
announces:
Reduced Ra1es on 2· and 3-bdrm.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Call today 251-1814.

CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdnns., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 251-8284. 251·
9418.

SINGLE ROOMS FOR MALE
STUDENTS
summer rates $99/mc. all util. pd.
except phone. Alsc renting for fall

TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdnn., many locations. 2-bdnn. 1
block lrom campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
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NOTICE!! NOTICE!! NOTICE!!
Campus

Mgmt.

announces:

Reduced Rates on 2 and 3-bdrm.
apts. Summer housing also avail.
Gall today251-1814.

UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.

3· & 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full batl)s, free parking
and much more. 253-1154, Select
Properties.
APT$. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.

Campus

65 GALLON AQUARIUM
includes stand, filter, gravel,
decorations and cleaning kit
College graduate leaving area
June 1, must sell $300 or best
offer call 202-1630, please
leave message.

Personals
HERE'S TliE DEAL KEVIN ...
in our one year of experience, we all
agree that you rock!!
Love, Mitchel Staff '97-'98
"AMERICAN DREAM"
lose weight, feel great, make $.$$. I
lost 32 lbs. and make over $500/mo.
You can too! 1-888-373-7384.

NOW HIRING ACCOUNTANT
AND DIRECTOR
of peraonnel positions for the book
exchange. Appy at Atwood, 1t7E by
May 6.
SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED
for apt. bids., evenings work. Also
cleaning persons. Call Riverside
Property 251-8284.
INTERESTED IN GOLF?
FRIENDLY AND OUTGOING?
WE WANT YOU!
good pay, f~n atmosphere, stop bt
Uffimate golf at the stardome 500
Sundial Drive, Wale Par!<
$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free t-800218-~ Ext. T- 3883 for listings.

Management, 251-1814.

JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
The biblical Jesus advocated and
commands cannibalism (John 6: 5354) (Matt. 26: 26-28) (Luke 22: 1920) (Marl< 14: 22-24) (1 Cor. 11: 24·
26) (John 6: 56-57). See also (Lev.
26: 29) (Jer. 19:9)(Isa. 49:26)(Ezek
2- OR 3-BDRM. APT.
5:10). ls cannibalism a pertect moral
in a house. Private kitchen and family example, or an imperfect,
bathroom, non-smoking. 253-5340. immoral family example? -Those
who threaten others with infinite
MALE WANTED
torture are terrorists (e.g. clerge).
to share 4-bdrm. apt. near calTf>US. · Dare to question all religion. Atheism
Non-smoker. 259-9434.
is true.

$$ 500/MO. $$
2-BDRM. DUPLEX CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
basement, off-street parking. 6548300 or 255-9262.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE D
4-bdrm. apts. avail. now. OW, A/C,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189-$210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M 253-1100.
APTS., ROOMS AND
EFACIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents I all' 253-1154, Select Prop.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4-

-~~:
..~~--:;:~~~d~~~
240-0679, 250-0679.
1- BDRM. APT.

sublease, needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. .Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Gall 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm un~ one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154

For Sale
1987 DODGE SHADOW
low miles, 80M. Runs great, Cd
stereo, $12,000. Shane at 253·
7848, evenings.
1996 KAWASAKI NINJA
only 600M. $2,800 or b/o: Call Soott
529-8280, leave message.
MUST SEE!!
1985 Trans ~m, well taken care of,
mint condaion: Asking $5,000 or
B/0. Call 685-3917, ask for Soott.
1985 KAWASAKI C,PZ
550 motorcycle 15,000M. Great
condttion. Car1 253-3335, evenings.
100 GALLON AQUARIUM
as~ng only $100. Ask for Brandon
654-9702.

Notices
GREAT MUSIC, GREAT STORY!
FREE INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA CS-ROM
"A FATliER & lWO SONS", a
story of love & forgiveness. Order
on the web at: www.1oveofchrist.org
STEARNS COUNTY PUBLIC
HEALTli
will be sponsoring their monthly
immunization dinics in conjunction
with WIC Clinics in the St. Cloud
area at the locations and times
indicated, ·Toe vaccine 'is ·provided
by the Minnesota Department of
Health for use in public clinics.
There is a $6 per immunization
donation requested and Medical
Assistance and Minnesota Care can
be billed for those who are eligible.
Appointrm:mts are not required but
are requested. To schedule an
appointment, please call Steams
County Public Health at 656<>155
or, rr k)ng dis_
tance, t-800-450-5893.

Employment
RICE RECREATION
is looking for summer T-ball through
little league coaches. For more
infonnation. Please call 393-3201.
BILINGUAL
earn great $. using it. Contact 2530698 to schedule interview serious
inquires ooly.
WANTED:
Musicians to play ir:i alternative
Christian rock band for church.
Keyboardist, drummer, guitarist,
brass and lead singer needed. 654·
0248.
EARN $6000- $8000 Tli!S
SUMMER
check·· our th.e toughest summer
work in America, 709-1201.
POSmON OPENINGS
two upper elementary teachers.
Long-term substitute positions for
'98-'99 School year. Salary, as per
salary schedule. Apply to: Dennis
Fogelson, Superintendent I.S.D.
#306 Route 2, Box t Laporte, MN
56461. Please include letter of
application and credentials.

NAKED
do yOu feel this way without $?
Looking to fill top paying part-time
and full-time positions in sales and
managemen\ 253-9698.
GROWING FINANCE COMPANY
seeking intelligent career-oriented
people for FT and PT posttions in
account services. Flexible hrs.,
close to cal11)us, student's dream
job. Apply at: Preferred Credrr Inc.
Norwest Center 400 tst St. S. Surre
285A 2nd Floor St.Cloud. 255-9784.
FUN! FUN! FUN!
summer work avail. $475/wk:. to
start. No experience necessary.,
due to company training. Could lead
to part-time work during school year
or career opportunities after
graduation. Call 251-0407.
PAID REAL ESTATE WORK
STUDY
12-15 hr.iwt<. Evenings & weekends
req. Croat-Kerteld Homes Att.
Kirsten 1219 33rd St. s. St. Cloud,
MN 56301
WAITPERSONS NEEDED
at local St. Cloud establishment.
Weekend worf< only with flexible
sch_
edules avail. Cofll)etitive wages
plus tips. Interested? Call Cathy at
251-9951.
GET PAID TO PLAY
summer jobs working with youth
ages 5-15 in YMCA programs NE
and Anoka county areas.
Competitive
wages
and
opportun!ies for Mure employment.
Call 612-789-8803 for appl.
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
desperately wanted by infertile,
hopeful parents. All races needed.
Ages 21-30. Compensation $3,500.
Please call OPTIONS (800) 8869373.

'HEY, ARE YOU GOING TO
SUMMER SCHOOL AND NEED A
WEEKEND JOB?' .
Friendship Ventures is hiring camp
staff to worf< Friday 5:30 p.m. Sunday 5:30 p.m. Camps are
located near Annandale, just 25 min.
S.E. of St. Cloud and Eden Prairie.
Work 2 -12 weekends this summer,
and could continue next school
yean Worf< w!h adults & kids w!h
disabilities. Will traih. All majors can
apply, both guys and women
welcome! 1-800-450-8376 EOE
friendl@spacestar.com
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
stuff envelopes at home for $2.00
each plus bonuses. FT, PT. Make
$800+ weekly, guaranteed! Free
supplies. For. details, send one
stamp to: N · t 26 12021 Wi~hire
Blvd., Suite 552, Los Angeles, Ca
90025.

LIVE~N ATTENDANT
light house-keeping and coo~ng.
Call Chad al 656-9233.
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GET EXPERIENCE, MONEY,
TRAINING.
now hiring '98-'99 peer educators.
One yr. commitment. Some public
speaking. 5 hrs./wk. ADAPT or
Health promotion. Call Health
Services: 255-4850.

ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-front people, ci"aft
specialist,
naturalist, fishing
specialist, music leader, nurse.
June to to Aug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
507-373-6002.

$1,000 POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, 1·800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

EARN UP TO $2,000
part time in just 4-8 wks. Memolink
needs 1 highly motivated indi~dual
to direci its summer sales/marketing
project at St. Cloud. Contact Pete at
888-509-6313.

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
informatkm. Call (410) 783-8275.

T~CH HOCKEY/ 50 SUMMER
JOBS:
private children's ca"l)s, NY, PA,
New England. 6/20 • 8/20. Call
Alene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428
TRAVEL EUROPE & WORK
teach basic conversational English
in Prague, Budapest & Krakow.
Competitive wages + benefits. Ask
us how! (517) 336-0629 ext.
K56811.

SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surt & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/ YOU
CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball, lifeguards, baseball,
gymnastics, sailing, etc. Arlene

SUMMER CAMP STAFF
Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.
enjoy working and playing outdoors
with children. Swimming, campfires,
kayaks, climbing wall and water
Attention
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp
located 30 minutes S.W. of
SEIZED CARS
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
women.
Certified lifeguards, Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
program counselors, envir. ed. Jeeps, 4WDs. Your area, Toll free 1·
assistants, and arts and crafts 800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of current listiilgs.
employment start June 13. Must ba
18 or older. Training provided.
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
Salary plus room and board. from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
Preference given to college repo's, your area. Toll fr:ee 1·800students internships welcorhe. Call 218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
for app. or interview, 612-474-8085. listings.
ARE YOU GOING HOME FOR
TliE SUMMER AND WANT A JOB
IN PLACE FOR NEXT FALL?
oonsider becoming Plf scho(; bus
driver. No experience needed, we
train: Hrs.: 6:45 a.m. - 8:30 ·a.m.
AND 2 p.m. -.4:15 p.m. $8.50 $10.50/hr. Call Spanier Bus 251·
3313. We are hiring all summer.
NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Prpfessional Families.
Top · salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. t-800-726-3965.
HELP WANTED
men/women earn $375 weekly
processing/assembling Medical I.D.
cards at home. Immediate
openings, your local area. No
experience necessary, will train. Call
Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
118M.

EUROPE • SUMMER '98
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Garibbean/ Mexico $229 r,1. Call t800-326-2009.
http: /lwww.airhnch.org
. WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain, Sune 205, St. Cloud.,
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

PERSONAL ALARM
helps prated friends, family or
yourself with an ear-splitting wail
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING TO activated by switch or pull pin. Uses
DO TlilS SUMMER? WANT TO
9-volt battery (not included). Choose
BE CLOSE TO ST. CLOUD OR IN red or gray. $18.95 each, ex take
TliE cmES?
advantage of our roommates
Friendship Ventures is hiring college special: two or more alanns only
students. We will provide the $14.95 each. Check or money order
training rr you provide the positive to Robert J. Roo
att~e and energy! Earn a salary 11925 7th st. N.E.
plus free room & board! Many Dept. 1-SC
positions avail. at Camp Friendship . Mp~.• MN 55434
and Eden Wood sennng children & In MN add 6.5% sales tax..
adults
with
d8velopmental
disabilities. Inquiries Welcome! EOE
t-800-450-8376.
Call today to
1friendl@spacestar.com
LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? give us a
call at Executive Express, 21 yrs.
min. DOT, CDL prefenred, 253-2226.
CRUISE SHIP.& LAND-TOUR
JOBS
excellel').tbenefits. WorldTravel.Ask
us how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56813.

r.lace

:10:11

classified ad!
255-4086 01
255-,)9•13.

01 star; in at
~too::i 1;-:r. in
Ste.1a , t Ec.ll.
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INSTANT CREDIT

.•

~

_

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
l JtJ
1 Year,
· ~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
NO ·CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no inc

~19&~l•IIP _;: _

.

?

Two Of the Most Widely Us

r.-~---------------------------------------~
I
·

ORDER FORM

YES!

I want
.
_Credit Cards immediately.
GACC. PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321
.

Name ..........- - -- -----------·························································•·····

A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - · - - ~ · · · · · · · .. ···......................................................................
City _

___;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state ............- -.. Zlp ........................................ .

Slgnature _ _ _ ................ =-==--=-----==------=---=-

lired of Bein Turned Down?

~------------------------------------------

